Application for Internship at Okiwi Passion
Photo Attached Please:
Full Name of Applicant:
Male/Female:
Nationality:
Date of Birth:

Age at September 2017:

First Language:

Second Language:

English Level (if non-native speaker):
Internship Intake (1 or 2):

Date able to start:

Please answer these questions fully, with honesty and clarity. It is supremely important that our
interns are a good fit for the farm and in turn that we are able to meet the expectations and needs
of our interns.
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18.
19.

What is your motivation for undertaking the internship at Okiwi Passion?
What are your expectations from the internship programme?
Which specific topics or practical skills you wish to learn about/gain?
What previous gardening/horticulture/farming experiences do you already have?
What previous other work experience/skills do you have?
What educational qualifications do you have?
How do you prefer to spend your free time?
What is your driving mission at this stage of your life?
Do you have any allergies or food restrictions or dietary preferences?
We shoot rabbits for food, fish and eat local beef/lamb; we also trap rats. What is your
perspective on this?
What are your experiences living/working in a similar situation (sharing a room, working
co-operatively)?
Do you have any health issues/physical limitations?
What physical activity do you do on a regular basis?
List the personal qualities you think you have that would be important for completing this
internship and becoming a grower yourself:
What personal qualities do you think you have that could be problematic in completing the
internship?
How do you see yourself contributing to Okiwi Passion?
The work programme at Okiwi Passion is quite structured. How do you feel about this?
Are there any areas in which you would need extra support: please discuss.
Anything else you would like to say in relation to this application:

References Required
Can you please arrange for 2 written character/work references to be emailed to us.

